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ON EQUIVARIANT SLICE KNOTS

JAE CHOON CHA AND KI HYOUNG KO

(Communicated by Ronald A. Fintushel)

Abstract. We suggest a method to detect that two periodic knots are not
equivariantly concordant, using surgery on factor links. We construct exam-
ples which satisfy all known necessary conditions for equivariant slice knots—
Naik’s and Choi-Ko-Song’s improvements of classical results on Seifert forms
and Casson-Gordon invariants of slice knots — but are not equivariantly slice.

Introduction

An oriented knot K in S3 is called a periodic knot of period p, or a p-periodic
knot if there is an orientation preserving action of the cyclic group Zp on S3 whose
fixed point set is a circle (called an axis) disjoint to K, and K is invariant under
the action. By the confirmed Smith conjecture, we may assume the cyclic group Zp

is generated by the standard (2π/p)-rotation around an unknotted axis. It is not
known whether a knot can be invariant under more than one Zp-actions. In this
paper we regard a p-periodic knot as a knot equipped with the Zp-action around a
fixed axis, denoted by A.

Two knots K0 and K1 are called concordant if there is a proper submanifold C in
S3×[0, 1] diffeomorphic to S1×[0, 1] such that C∩(S3×0) = K0, C∩(S3×1) = −K1.
C is called a concordance between K0 and K1. Two p-periodic knots K0 and K1

are equivariantly concordant if there is a concordance C which is invariant under an
extended Zp-action on S3 × [0, 1] that extends the standard Zp-actions on S3 × 0
and on S3×1 with the fixed axis. An extended Zp-action on S3× [0, 1] is sometimes
required to be standard so that it fixes A× [0, 1] [4]. Since there is a Zp-action on
S4 that fixes a knotted S2 [6], this restriction seemingly gives a stronger relation
than the equivariant concordance defined here.

A knot is called a slice knot if it is concordant to the unknot. The unknot that
forms a hopf link with the axis A can be considered as a p-periodic knot in an
obvious way, and a periodic knot is called equivariantly slice if it is equivariantly
concordant to the unknot.

In the case of knots without periodicity, many invariants under knot concordance
are known. One of the most important invariants is the Seifert form. In [11],
J. Levine showed that the Seifert form of a slice knot admits a metabolizer. In
the case of odd higher dimensional knots, he also showed that the converse is true.
However, in the case of 1-dimensional knots, a secondary obstruction is found by
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A. Casson and C. Gordon [1, 2]. Using it, they showed that there are non-slice
knots whose Seifert forms admit metabolizers.

These results for knot concordance without periodicity have been applied to
equivariant knot concordance. Let K be a p-periodic knot. In [14], S. Naik showed
that K admits an equivariant Seifert surface F with respect to the Zp-action f ,
that is, f(F ) = F . Naik also showed that if K is equivariantly slice, then there
is a metabolizer H ⊂ H1(F ) of the Seifert form θ : H1(F ) × H1(F ) → Z which
is equivariant with respect to the induced action on H1(F ), that is, 2 rankH =
rankH1(F ), θ(H ×H) = 0, and (f |F )∗(H) = H .

The Casson-Gordon invariant is also applied to periodic knots as follows. In [8],
the group of characters on the first homology of the d-fold cyclic cover of S3

branched along K is identified with a certain subgroup Ad of H1(F )⊗Q/Z. In [14],
it is proved that for an equivariant slice knot K, there is an equivariant metabolizer
H in the above sense such that if d is a prime power order and χ ∈ Ad ∩H ⊗Q/Z
is a character of prime power order, then the Casson-Gordon invariant τ(K, χ) van-
ish. We remark that Naik also obtained necessary conditions on Casson-Gordon
invariants and Alexander polynomials (see [14, Section 5]) that are weaker but do
not depend on the choice of Zp actions for K.

On the other hand, in [4], K. Ko, D. Choi and W. Song defined an equivalence
relation on Seifert matrices of periodic knots, and showed that Seifert matrices of
two equivariantly concordant knots are equivalent in their sense. That equivalence
relation of Seifert matrices of periodic knots is a strictly finer refinement of Levine’s
matrix cobordism relation, and the results of [4] make visible in a very rigid form
the shape of Naik’s equivariant metabolizer. Moreover, the results of [4] can be
applied to detect not only that a periodic knot is not equivariantly slice, but also
that two periodic knots are not equivariantly concordant.

In this manuscript, we will investigate concordance of periodic knots using factor
knots, which are obtained by taking quotients of the ambient sphere modulo Zp-
actions of periodic knots. Our main result is the following.

Theorem 1. There are periodic knots which admit equivariant metabolizers in the
sense of [14, 4], and have trivial Casson-Gordon invariants for the characters cor-
responding to equivariant metabolizers, but are not equivariantly slice.

In other words, Naik’s condition [14] and Choi-Ko-Song’s condition [4] are not
sufficient for a knot to be equivariantly slice or for two knots to be equivariantly
concordant. We will construct examples of such periodic knots.

Equivariant concordances

Factor knots of periodic knots. From now on, we fix a period p of periodic
knots. Let K be a periodic knot in S3. The quotient space of S3 modulo the Zp-
action is again S3, and the image of K in the quotient space is again a (knotted)
circle K. We will call K the factor knot of K. On the other hand, the image of the
axis A in the quotient space is again an unknotted circle, which will be denoted
by A. Obviously A and K are disjoint, and so A ∪K is a 2-component link in S3.
The ordered link A ∪K will be called the factor link of K, and the knot K will be
called the covering knot of A ∪K.

A 2-component link whose first component is A is a factor link of a p-periodic
knot if and only if its linking number is relatively prime to p. Indeed, the preimage
of the second component (call it K) is a circle in the the p-fold cyclic cover of S3
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branched along A if and only if lk(A, K) and p are coprime. Thus we can consider a
link of the form A∪K as a factor link if lk(A, K) is relatively prime to p. Moreover,
it is easy to see that lk(A, K) = lk(A,K) and so the linking number of a p-periodic
knot K and its axis A is relatively prime to p.

We will investigate properties of factor links in order to study periodic knots.

Modification of factor knots by surgery. Let A ∪ K be a factor link, and
consider the (1/n)-surgery along A. The result of the surgery is again S3, and the
image K ′ of K in the result of surgery is again a knot, but K ′ is not equivalent to
K in general. We use a sign convention so that the (1/n)-surgery is described as
follows. Identify the exterior of A with an oriented solid torus, and let r be an au-
tohomeomorphism of the exterior which is the (−1)-twisting autohomeomorphism
of the solid torus. Then K ′ = rn(K), where rn is the composition of n r’s.

We say that two links L0, L1 are homology concordant if there is a 4-manifold W
with two boundary components Σ0, Σ1 which are diffeomorphic to S3 and a proper
submanifold C which is diffeomorphic to L0 × [0, 1] in W such that H∗(W, Σ0) =
H∗(W, Σ1) = 0 and Σ0 ∩ C = −L0, Σ1 ∩ C = L1. In other words, L0 and L1 are
homology concordant if there is a concordance in a homology S3 × [0, 1].

The following result will be used to detect that two periodic knots are not equiv-
ariantly concordant.

Theorem 2. If A∪K0 and A∪K1 are factor links of two equivariantly concordant
periodic knots K0 and K1, then for all n, A∪ rn(K0) and A∪ rn(K1) are homology
concordant.

Proof. Let C be an equivariant concordance between K0 and K1. Then there is a
p-periodic action f on S3 × [0, 1] whose restrictions on S3 × t is the Zp-action of
Kt, for t = 0, 1, and f(C) = C. The fixed point set Fix(f) of f is diffeomorphic to
S1 × [0, 1], and is disjoint to C.

Let π : S3 × [0, 1] → (S3 × [0, 1])/f be the quotient map. Let U be a tubular
neighborhood of π(Fix(f)), and identify U with A × D2 × [0, 1] so that it is an
extension of a null-framing along A× 0 in (S3 × 0)/f ∼= S3. Let

X = ((S3 × [0, 1])/f)− intU,

Y = X ∩ ((S3 × 0)/f),

X̃ = π−1(X), Ỹ = π−1(Y ).

We need the fact that H∗(X̃, Ỹ ) = 0 implies H∗(X, Y ) = 0. Since we did not find
this relative version in the literature, we give a proof using spectral sequences as
follows. The second terms of the spectral sequence {Er

i,j} for the covering projection
X̃ → X is given by

E2
i,j
∼= Hi+j(Zp; Hj(X̃)) ⇒ Hi+j(X).

The spectral sequence for Ỹ → Y is isomorphic to {Er
i,j}, since H∗(Ỹ ) ∼= H∗(X̃).

Therefore H∗(X) ∼= H∗(Y ).
Let hn be an attaching homeomorphism on A×S1 such that Y ∪hn A×D2 is the

(1/n)-surgery along A. Let W be the space X ∪hn×id A×D2× [0, 1]. Then ∂W has
two components Σ0 and Σ1, which are the result of the (1/n)-surgery along A. By
Mayer-Vietoris arguments for W = X∪(A×D2× [0, 1]) and Σ0 = Y ∪(A×D2×0),
H∗(W ) ∼= H∗(Σ0), and similarly H∗(W ) ∼= H∗(Σ1). This proves that the union of
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π(C) and A × 0 × [0, 1] in W is a homology concordance between A ∪ rn(K0) and
A ∪ rn(K1)

Corollary 1. If K is the factor knot of an equivariant slice knot, then for all n,
rn(K) bounds a properly embedded 2-disk in a homology 4-ball.

In the proof of Theorem 2, we have shown that the manifold W obtained by
performing (1/n)-surgery on (S3×[0, 1])/f along π(Fix(f)) is a homology S3×[0, 1].
When f is the product of the standard action on S3 and id[0,1], W is diffeomorphic
to S3 × [0, 1]. Futhermore, if (S3 × [0, 1])/f is again S3 × [0, 1], then π1(W ) ∼=
π1(Σ0) ∼= 0 and therefore W is homeomorphic to S3 × [0, 1] by Freedman’s results.
The examples of nonstandard actions in [6] are of this kind.

However, the authors do not know whether there is a nonstandard action f such
that W is not homotopic to S3 × [0, 1], and this is why the notion of homology
concordance is introduced. Fortunately the Casson-Gordon invariant vanishes for
knots which bound a 2-disk in a homology 4-ball, and we will detect nonsliceness
using this fact.

Examples and computations

Let A ∪K be the factor link in Figure 1. We will show that for some K1, the
2-periodic knot K obtained by taking a double cover branched along A satisfies all
the known necessary conditions of [14, 4] for a periodic knot to be equivariantly
slice, but is not equivariantly slice. First of all, note that K is unknotted and the
linking number of A and K is +1.

The covering 2-periodic knot K of A∪K is illustrated in Figure 2. K bounds an
equivariant Seifert surface of genus 1, and the elements [x], [y] represented by the
curves x, y in Figure 2 generate the first homology of the Seifert surface. The K1

parts in Figures 1 and 2 introduce no additional twistings on the obvious bands so

Figure 1

Figure 2
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that the linking number of x in Figure 2 and a slight push-off of x along the normal
direction of the Seifert surface is −2.

One can easily verify that [x] + [y] generates a metabolizer H . Since x and y
are left invariant under the Z2-action, H is an equivariant metabolizer in the sense
of [14] and [4], where x, y are the curves illustrated in Figure 2.

Now we will consider the Casson-Gordon invariant of K. In [8, 9, 10], the values
of the Casson-Gordon invariant of a knot of genus one for preferred characters are
explicitly computed; the values are completely determined from the Seifert form
of a generator of a metabolizer, viewing it as a knot. In the case of our example,
the generator [x] + [y] is represented by K1 # K1 (# denotes the connected sum
operator). Therefore, if K1 is algebraically 2-torsion, then the Casson-Gordon
invariants vanish. We will express this argument more explicitly as follows.

We make use of the following notations of [8, 9, 10]. Let J be a knot and A be
a Seifert matrix of J . Let Bd(J) be the d-fold cyclic cover of S3 branched along J .
Let m(J) = (

√| det(A + AT )|− 1)/2. If J is algebraically slice, m(J) is an integer.
For a complex number z, let Az = (1− z)A + (1− z̄)AT . Define wk/d(J) to be the
element of the Witt group W (Q(ζd)) represented by Aζk

d
where ζd = e2πi/d.

Theorem 3 (Gilmer [8, 9]). Suppose that J is a knot with a Seifert surface F of
genus one, and Jx is a simple closed curve on F representing an element x of
H1(F ) which generates a metabolizer of the Seifert pairing of J . Let d be a prime
power divisor of (m(J) + 1)q − m(J)q for some q, and c be an element of Z∗

d,
the multiplicative group of units of Zd. Let T be the subgroup of Z∗

d generated
by m(K)∗(m(K) + 1), where m(K)∗ is the arithmetic inverse of m(K) modulo d.
Then, x ⊗ (c/d) ∈ H1(F ) ⊗Q/Z represents a character on H1(Bd(J)) of order d
in the sense of [8], and the Casson-Gordon invariant for the character is given by

τ

(
J, x⊗ c

d

)
= ρ

( ∑
k∈cT

wk/d(Jx)
)

,

where ρ is the map on Witt groups induced by the inclusion Q(ζd) → Q(ζd, t).

We note that ρ is injective [9].
Returning to our example, suppose that K1 is an algebraically 2-torsion knot.

That is, the block sum of two copies of a Seifert matrix of K1 admits a metabolizer.
Recall that an equivariant metabolizer H of the Seifert form of K is generated
by [x] + [y]. The homology class is represented by a knot J ′, which is isotopic to
K1#K1. Since K1 is algebraically 2-torsion, J ′ is algebraically slice, and wk/d(J ′) =
0 for all d and k. Applying Theorem 3 with Jx = J ′, it is proved that the Casson-
Gordon invariants for the characters corresponding to the metabolizer H always
vanish. Thus, the method in [14] that uses the Casson-Gordon invariants fails to
detect that K is not equivariantly slice.

In order to show that K is not equivariantly slice, we consider the result of
(−1)-surgery as discused earlier. The knot r−1(K) is shown in Figure 3.

We will use the Casson-Gordon invariant to show that r−1(K) is not a slice knot.
Note that r−1(K) is also obtained by tying K1 on a handle of a Seifert surface of
the stevedore’s knot. But in contrasts with the case of K, only one K1 is tied, and
the Casson-Gordon invariant of r−1(K) is determined by the Seifert pairing of K1,
not of K1 #K1. Therefore, for some suitable K1’s which are algebraically 2-torsion
but not algebraically slice, the Casson-Gordon invariant of K vanishes but that of
r−1(K) does not vanish.
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Figure 3

Figure 4

We will use Theorem 3 to compute the Casson-Gordon invariant of r−1(K) and
will consider its discriminant as in [10]. Let N = {zz̄ | 0 6= z ∈ Q(ζd)} ⊂ Q(ζd)∗.
The map sending an a× a matrix A to (−1)a(a+1)/2 det A induces a map

dis : W (Q(ζd)) → Q(ζd)∗/N.

The following is an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.

Corollary 2. Let J , c, d, T , x, Jx be as in Theorem 3, and let A be a Seifert
matrix of Jx. Then the discriminant is given by

dis
(
ρ−1τ

(
J, x⊗ c

d

))
= ±

( ∏
k∈cT

detAζk
d

)
N.

The following lemma offers a practical method to detect elements of N . Let d
be a positive integer. An integer k is called a d-norm if for every prime factor p of
k which is coprime to d and has odd exponents in k, p has odd order in Z∗

d.

Lemma 1 (Gilmer-Livingston [10]). For odd d, k is a d-norm if and only if k ∈ N .

For r−1(K), there are two metabolizers which are generated by the homology
classes u1 = [x] − [y] and u2 = 2[x] + [y], respectively. The former is represented
by a curve which is isotopic to K1 as a knot in S3. The latter is represented by a
curve isotopic to a knot shown in Figure 4. Denote it by K2.

Lemma 2.

dis
(
ρ−1τ

(
r−1(K), u1 ⊗ c

d

))
= ± dis

(
ρ−1τ

(
r−1(K), u2 ⊗ c

d

))
.

Proof. Define the Alexander polynomial of a 2a× 2a matrix A to be

∆A(t) = (1/ta) det(tA−AT ).

If |w| = 1,

det Aw = det((w̄ − 1)(wA −AT )) = (w(w̄ − 1)2)a∆A(w)

= (−(1− w)(1 − w̄))a∆A(w) ≡ ±∆A(w) mod N.
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Let A be a Seifert matrix of K1. Then the matrix[
A A
AT A

]
is a Seifert matrix of K2 (e.g. see [3]). Denote it by i2(A) as in [3]. By a theorem
of [3], the Alexander polynomial ∆i2(A)(t) of the Seifert matrix i2(A) is equal to
∆A(t2). It can be also checked by a direct computation.

Since T is the the multiplicative subgroup of Z∗
d generated by 2, 2T = T . Hence,∏

k∈cT

det(i2A)ζk
d
≡ ±

∏
k∈cT

∆i2A(ζk
d ) = ±

∏
k∈cT

∆A(ζ2k
d )

= ±
∏

k∈c·2T

∆A(ζk
d ) = ±

∏
k∈cT

∆A(ζk
d ) ≡ ±

∏
k∈cT

detAζk
d

mod N.

By Corollary 2, the lemma is proved.

Theorem 4. Let q be a prime power, d be a prime power divisor of 2q − 1, and
T be the subgroup of Z∗

d generated by 2. Let A be a Seifert matrix of K1. If∣∣∣∏k∈cT detAζk
d

∣∣∣ 6∈ N for some c, then K is not an equivariant slice knot.

Proof. Suppose that K is equivariantly slice. By results of [1, 9] and by Corollary 1,
τ(r−1(K), ui⊗ (c/d)) = 0 for some i ∈ {1, 2}, since the Casson-Gordon invariant of
a knot in S3 vanishes if the knot bounds a properly embedded 2-disk in a homology
4-ball (see a remark in [7]). By Lemma 2,

dis ρ−1τ(r−1(K), u1 ⊗ (c/d)) = ±
( ∏

k∈cT

detAζk
d

)
N = N.

As an example, let K1 be the figure-eight knot 41. Let K be the 2-periodic knot

as in Figure 2. Let q = 5, d = 2q − 1 = 31, c = 5. A =
[−1 1

0 1

]
is a Seifert matrix

of K1, and a straightforward computation aided by a computer program shows that∣∣∣ ∏
k∈cT

Aζk
d

∣∣∣ = 43431.

Since 3 · 31 · 467 is the prime factorization of 43431 and 3 has order 30 in Z∗
d, 43431

is not a d-norm and so 43431 is not in N . By Theorem 4, K is not equivariantly
slice.

Since 41 is algebraically 2-torsion, the periodic knot K satisfies all necessary
conditions of Naik [14] and Choi-Ko-Song [4] as explained before. This proves
Theorem 1.

In addition, note that 41 is amphicheiral. The knot K can be considered as a
satellite of 41 # 41. Indeed K is obtained by wrapping the stevedore’s knot along
41 # 41. Since both 41 # 41 and the stevedore’s knot are slice knots, K is also a
slice knot (without periodicity).

We remark that the above discriminant calculation shows that the figure-eight
knot 41 can be used to construct links which are not concordant to boundary links
and non-slice links as in [10]. The 3 full-twisted double T3 of the unknot was used
to construct such examples in [10], but simpler examples are obtained using 41. Of
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course, the knot T3 can also be used as K1 in our construction. T3 is algebraically
2-torsion. Indeed, 

−1 1 0 0
0 3 0 0
0 0 −1 1
0 0 0 3


is the a Seifert matrix of T3 #T3, and the vectors

[−1 1 1 0
]

and
[
1 0 2 1

]
generate a metabolizer. Therefore all necessary conditions in [14, 4] are satisfied as
before. However, in [10], it was shown that some discriminants of T3 are nontrivial
and so the 2-periodic knot K corresponding to T3 is not equivariantly slice. The
authors do not know whether K is slice (without periodicity) or not, in this case.
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